The central difficulty revolves around delocalization of information. [Letovsky and Soloway] If I factor the operators and operands into highly general constructs, I can write combinatorially many compact expressions with them that effectively form an infinite virtual library of reusable components, one component for each possible composite expression. For example, the convolution operator ⊕ defines the general structure of the convolution computation, i.e., it is a sum of pixels within a neighborhood times weights. The characteristics of the neighborhood is not defined by the convolution operator. They are defined by the template, s and s', in the equation. That is , what are the dimensions of the neighborhood, how are the weights calculated and what variables do they depend on, and what if any special cases are there (e.g., are boundary cases processed differently from non-boundary cases). In this example, they are. S and sp define all of these SPECIFICS of the convolution operation.
However, this means that the tightly integrated information needed by the compiler to generate high performance code is split across many operators and operands. With current technology, compiling such expressions requires huge search spaces of possible transformation sequences to assure finding the optimal localizations for high performance execution.
On the other hand, if I define less general operators and operands in which cross operator code is already localized for performance reasons, the number of possible variations that can be produced by my generator drops precipitously and my infinite virtual library very likely becomes a finite library.
In summary, the problem is trying to achieve three goals simultaneously; 1) factoring domain into high leverage operators and operands, 2) compiling expressions of these operators and operands into high performance code, and 3) doing the compiling without engendering a large search space that renders the compilation algorithms impractical. One way to reduce the search space is by grouping transformations so that at each decision point only a small number of relevant transformations are possible. Draco implicitly groups transformations by organizing translation into a set of stages each of which translates a higher level DSL into a lower level. These translation stages continue recursively until the program is fully represented in a conventional programming language such as C, C++, or Java. The staging is induced by each distinct DSL being defined by a set of distinct operator and operand types. So, this leads to a sequence of little search spaces that easily contain search space explosions.
There is a lingering PD explosion problem -automatically written code is often overly complex or simply dumb. This can lead to PD explosion or failure of correct refinements to fire because their enabling conditions are too hard to check. To thwart these difficulties, Draco uses a metaprogram that performs a code simplification (called "optimization" by the Draco literature) after each DSL to DSL translation using a separate group of transformations designed specifically for simplification. Lets look at an example that will motivate the kinds of problems that reorganizing generators address.
Here is a concrete example of an expression of high level operators (e.g., convolution) operating on composite data structures (e.g., images). In this case, we have m X n grayscale images a and b (defined elsewhere) with pixels represented by integers within some grayscale range. S and sp are neighborhoods that are parametrically centered on some [i,j] pixel define the height, width, weights, and special case processing for a neighborhood.
The operators are:
convolution -defined as the sum of products of the weights associated with a pixel neighborhood (i.e., s or sp) that is centered on some [i,j] 
The approach is to avoid the general problem by writing a custom MetaProgram (expressed as a set of rules) with the overall objective of localizing chunks of control implied by large grain operators and operands. Control localization means to re-express or re-form or weave the control chunks together so that they minimize the amount of computation over the expression. Operationally, this means share as much as possible.
•Share indexes where possible.
•Share passes over the large grain data structures where possible.
•Share intermediate computations where possible.
In essence, we will generate a custom control structure for each expression of large grain operators and operands. What is going on here, in terms of the Constraint Propagation problem, is that the localization rules are designed to coordinate the constraints introduced by refinement of the large grain operators and operands and to do so over just a portion or the program represented by a single expression of large grain operators and operands. Thus, rather than solving the general constraint propagation problem over the whole program, we are solving a highly specialized subproblem (i.e., localization) over a window of the target program (i.e., an expression).
Incremental rewrites of abstract syntax tree (AST) shown as an expression. Later, we will look at one of the transformations that accomplish one of these rewrites.
Expr1->Expr2: Refine from image (a) to pixels (a[i,j] and a[v,w]).
Expr2->Expr3: Introduce definition of convolution and relate its outer 2D loop to loop introduced by instances of a (e.g., (∀ i,j) and (∀ v,w) 
Expr3->Expr4: Outer 2D loop to loops introduced by instances of a (e.g., (∀ i,j) and (∀ v,w)) can be moved to include the square operation based on the semantics of square.
Expr4->Expr5: Merge outer 2D loop to loops introduced by instances of a retaining (∀ i,j) and throwing (∀ v,w) away. Coordinate uses of indexes over expression.
Expr5->Expr6: Outer 2D loop to loops introduced by instances of a (e.g., (∀ i,j) and (∀ v,w)) can be moved to include the square root operation based on the semantics of square root (performed by same rule that moved them to the square operator). 
⇒ ⇒
We will look at the transformation rule that accomplishes this AST rewrite, which was one step in the derivation that we looked at earlier. 
CLOS Object Property List
(leaf bwpixel2136 (tags (_q (_forall (idx2139 idx2145) (_suchthat (_member idx2139 (_range 0 (-m 1))) (_member idx2145 (_range 0 (-n 1))) (mappings (bwpixel2136) (a))))) (itype bwpixel)))
The AST tree implementation structures are shown. Every AST node is a LISP list and ends with a property list called a "tags" list. AOG stores all kinds of information on the property lists. In this example, the "before" form of the AST node just contains the inferred type of the node, which is produced by a set of type inference rules that are applied at the outset of translation.
The after form of the node contains a shorthand notation (_forall ( loop variables) (_suchthat constraints)) that captures the essential information about the control structure. These will be moved, merged, and used to compute control nestings and equivalence classes of combinable elements. _member clauses indicate ranges for index variables. Mappings indicates (elements, composites) relationships and sets of equivalent entities (e.g., (bwpixel2136 and bwpixel2456) would mean that these two translator generate symbols represent equivalent entities).
(=> compositeleaf fusion2 image vRefine Image to BWPixel with loop shorthand tags Name, Phase, Location
LHS

RHS PreRoutine PostRoutine)
AOG provides a macro (=>) that creates each PD transformation. It requires a transformation name (in this case, compositeleaf), a phase name (fusion2), and a type name (image). The left hand side is a pattern written in a pattern language. When applied to a position of the AST, a successful pattern match will produce a binding list of design variables and bindings that are pieces or places in the AST. Those bindings are used to instantiate the rhs expression which is then used to rewrite the match expression. This is the rule that refines an image such as "a" into a pixel (in our example a black and white pixel) (e.g., a[i,j]) and introduces a shorthand for the implied control structure.
(=> compositeleaf fusion2 image vRefine Image to BWPixel with loop shorthand tags Name, Phase, Locatioǹ $(pand $(por (leaf ?op) ?op)) …sub-pattern to get type … …sub-pattern to get dimensions of ?op…)
RHS
LHS
PreRoutine PostRoutine)
Now, let's look at some of the pattern of this transformation. The pattern language is an inverse quoting language in which unadorned structures are literal data to be matched against the AST (e.g., "leaf"). Expressions adorned with a question mark are variables that if unbound, will match and become bound to anything at the corresponding position in the AST. If the variable is already bound, then that value acts like a literal and must match that position in the AST.
Those expressions that are adorned with a dollar sign represent matching operators such as And (Pand) and Or (por). There are about 25 to 30 such operators and the pattern language is "open" allowing arbitrary new operators to be defined by the user. This pattern requires that three clauses match successfully. The first will bind the pattern variable ?op to the instance of the image (e.g., a or b in our example). This instance of a or b may be stored in a "leaf" list so that it can have a property list (called a "tags" list) tacked onto the end of the instance of a or b. Such structures are just implementation details that are not fundamental to the design. The deeper property is that any AST structure can have a property list.
The second expression will get the type structure mainly to bind context around the type structure that will have to be recreated in the rewritten expression. The third pattern determines the dimensions of the image (which may be code expressions) for use in constructing the eventual loop.
(=> compositeleaf fusion2 image 
RHS
LHS
PreRoutine PostRoutine)
This reveals more examples of the pattern language, in particular the spanto operator which searches down a list looking for a particular pattern. Every structure in the AST has a property list for storing various pieces of translation information. This is just a list whose first element is the atom "tags". This second pattern is spanning down to find the tags list and then spanning to find the type structure. In the course of this, it binds the sections of the tags list before and after the type structure to ?pretags and ?posttags, respectively. These will be copied verbatim into the tags list of the rewritten expression. 
LHS
Before the rhs is used to rewrite the matched portion of the AST, the PreRoutine (if a routine name is present) is called to further check enabling conditions and perform translation chores such as creating translation variables. For example, in this case the routine enablecompositeleaf will create a black and white pixel object (bound to ?newleaf) and two iterators (bound to ?idx1 and ?idx2) that will be candidates for the resultant loop indexes. ?posttags) ))
RHS Rewrite Form
The RHS of the rule is a structure with variables and some meta-operators (e.g., commasplice, which will splice together lists and is equivalent to the LISP ,@ operator). When the binding list from the pattern match and the preroutine is substituted for the variables and the meta operators executed, this will produce the new RHS that will replace the portion of the AST matched by the LHS of the rule. This shows the specification of the rewritten structure. The rhs will be instantiated with the bindings from the pattern matching and the preroutine. The language provides some metaoperators to make the construction easier. Here, the commasplice operator splices lists together to produce a tags property list containing whatever was in the pre-rewrite property list plus the new type pair and the loop shorthand expression. Let's follow through the of the compositeleaf rule applied to the first "a" in this AST.
We will assume that in the course of traversing the expression, we have just encountered the first instance of the image "a". "a" is a CLOS object with a variety of instance variables and properties. This instance of "a" also has a property list (i.e., the tags list) and internally this instance is stored as a "leaf" list to provide a place to hang the property list. The only thing on the property list at this moment is a type pair. After the successful pattern match, the preroutine (enablecompositeleaf) is called and it creates some additional bindings with some translator variables. It creates a unique black and white pixel object and a couple of iterators which may be used to scan over the image. Speculative Refinement
n Dynamically build coordinated rules to express constraint set Speculative refinement is a process of dynamically generating and modifying rules (stored on generated symbols e.g., bwpixel2034) that AOG uses to create the proper map rules to coordinate the set of combination and merging decisions made incrementally as the expression tree was traversed. When executed in a follow-on phase called SpecRefine, these generated rules map away redundant symbols and map the remaining symbols to the proper target code symbols (e.g., array names and loop indexes).
This set of rules is an operational representation of the full set of constraints propagated over the DSL expression. These constraints were introduced either by the definitions of the larger data structures and operators, or introduce by control merging decisions made in the course of doing loop introduction and localization.
Thus, at the end of the loop localization phase all speculative refinement rules are coordinated to reflect the current state of localization combinations. The follow-on speculative refinement phase recursively applies any rules that are attached to AST abstractions (e.g., bwpixel2034). The result is a consistent and coordinated expression of references to common indexes, pixels, field names (e.g., red), and etc. So, we have examined a new kind of optimization (reorganization and weaving together of implied control structures) and looked at the machinery necessary to make this a tractable ability. This approach applies far more broadly than just loops in graphics domains. It can be adapted to other implied control structures in other domains (e.g., DBs, UI, Web, and middleware interfaces). Now, let's look at a rather different kind of optimization and the machinery necessary to effect this. Often we have global constraints that may affect the structure of the computation as a whole without altering the computational results. The transformations that effect this kind of change will be called "architectural shaping" transforms. The complexity that this introduces is that such transformations must change in concert a number of interdependent pieces of code to accomplish the overall change in the computational structure. These interdependencies complicate such shaping.
